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Abstract— Autonomous terrain classification is an important
requirement for robotic applications for the outdoor and more
so for off-road systems. Different technique have been developed
in recent years mainly relying on either color features or
on texture-based features for classification. We present an
approach which combines the two approaches and delivers an
overall increase in performance and accuracy. We describe the
computational framework, training dataset, off-line learning
and real-time classification results of our system. We report
overall average classification accuracies in excess of 98% in
a fair experimental setup along with confusion matrices. Our
method gives a noticeable improvement in accuracy for classify-
ing similar terrain classes over the current state of the art that
uses only texture for classification with acceptable overhead for
real-time applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

As outdoor robotics is evolving, more and more chal-
lenging tasks are being assigned to robots [1]. One of the
most challenging task in an outdoor robotics application is
to classify the terrain on which the robot is moving. An
autonomous outdoor ground robot needs to know each and
every feature around it in order to execute a complex task. By
using only on-board sensors, we cannot identify environment
fully. For indoor environments, normally we have smooth
planar floors and walls. But in an outdoor environment, we
can have different types of terrains built both by nature
and humans. Intelligent selection of a traversable terrain
during the execution of a particular task, guarantees success.
Selecting a terrain can be helpful for a robot in avoiding a
fail-state or even total loss. Sometimes the nature of the task
itself demands the classification of terrain e.g. autonomous
driving, autonomous land mines sweeping and planetary
explorations etc. In these applications, the classification plays
a direct role in successful completion.

Terrain classification is done using different methods such
as by using color feature information, texture features of the
terrain and using depth information. In this paper we aim to
do terrain classification using a single camera, in line with
our overall goal of developing a very cost effective outdoor
robot for off-road applications [3].

In this paper, we have proposed an approach for terrain
classification which uses the best of both worlds i.e. both
color features and texture features to decide the winning
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class. Some images are very rich in colors and it is wise
to classify them with respect to color features as shown
in Figure 1. Similarly, some images are high in texture
so they should be classified with texture based features.
Moreover, same terrain with different lighting conditions
and viewing angle of the camera can make it vary in color
features or texture features. So instead of dealing with all the
images with the same approach, we have developed a system
that suitably combines the classification of both texture and
color based approaches. Experiments have shown an overall
increase in the accuracy by combining the two classification
approaches.

Fig. 1. Left image is rich in color, Right image is high in features.

In Section II, we have presented the literature survey for
this task. In Section III, we give details of our approach.
Section IV explains the offline experiments along with very
detailed result analysis. Section V shows the real time
application of our algoritm along with results. Lastly Section
VI summerizes our conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK

Terrain classification started in the early 70s for satellite
imagery mainly for military purposes. Later it has been used
in civilian applications such as estimating total cultivated
land, water resources, flood damage etc. using satellite
imagery. As robotics evolved from simple predefined tasks
to complex uncertian operations, many researchers have
investigated the problem of terrain classification, mainly for
wheeled autonomous robots. This domain gained a huge
momentum after Mars Exploration mission and DARPA
Grand Challenge in 2004 [2]. LIDARS and depth cameras are
generally used to detect the obstacles in an outdoor / indoor
environment for autonomous navigation. But classifying the
cover of the terrain on which the robot is traversing is not
possible with depth information only.



J.F. Lalonde et al. [4] presented a terrain classification
approach using 3D LIDAR. They segmented the laser scan-
ner data using local 3-D point statistics into three different
classes: clutter to capture grass and tree canopy, linear
to capture thin objects like wires or tree branches, and
finally surface to capture solid objects like ground terrain
surface, rocks or tree trunks. Though they manage to classify
into three different classes but still each class has its own
complexity to be dealt. And without viusal information it is
impossible.

Most of the research under this domain concerns sensor
fusion between stereo cameras [5], LIDARS and other range
sensors to classify type and slope of the terrain [6]. Initially
terrain classification was limited to certain easily differen-
tiated classes such as sky, green (for grass and trees) and
ground (for off-road and roads). Subsequently it required
more complexity such as the ability to distinguish between
visually similar terrains like mud, gravel and sand. In the past
decade, a lot of work has been done on color based classi-
fication. Lately, focus has shifted to scale invariant feature
recognition and classification because of the advancement in
computer vision. With efficient algorithms like SIFT [7] and
SURF [8]; and super fast hardware, we can easily extract
different scale invariant features from different images of
varying lighting conditions, size and viewing angle in real
time.

Jansen et al. [9] presented a color-based terrain classifica-
tion method assuming that the same environment has similar
color-space pixel distribution. The paper has used a mixture
of Gaussian models. On top of it, a maximum likelihood
classifier is used.

Manduchi et al. [10] and Bellutta et al [11] also used
color features to classify the terrain. They classify green
vegetation, dry vegetation and rock. Maximum likelihood
classifier has been used based on a mixture of Gaussian
models. To minimize the environmental illumination, they
have used images of a large variety of terrains in different
environmental conditions to train the classifier. Their results
show that color features can classify the terrain cover very
efficiently.

Castano et al. [12] used texture based features to classify
an image. They have carried out a performance analysis of
texture-based terrain classification methods using different
real-world images relevant to off-road autonomous naviga-
tion. Features have been extracted by Gabor filter banks and
then two different classifiers have been trained on the fea-
tures extracted for classification. The first classifier models
feature distributions for each texture class using a mixture of
Gaussians with a maximum likelihood classifier. The second
classifier represents local statistics using marginal histograms
of the features over a region centered on the pixel to be
classified. The results they showed are promising but need a
significant improvement in accuracy and processing time for
today‘s robotics applications.

Manduci et al. [6] presented a method of terrain classifica-
tion which uses both color and texture features of the image.
They fused the color and texture features by a cartesian

product. That‘s results in the creation of large number of
classes which is later reduced by a class reduction method.
Their method improves the overall quality of color-based
supervised classification by fusing unsupervised texture-
based segmentation with it.

In 2003, Shi and Manduchi [13] did a study regarding
the statistical fusion of color-based and texture-based fea-
tures in order to get better accuracy. They attempted to
assess the trade-off between these two factors by means
of experimental tests on two image data sets using color
and texture features. Their results suggest that the difference
between the correct classification rates using Bayes fusion
and using the joint feature distribution is a function of
the conditional dependence of the features (measured in
terms of mutual information). However: for small training
dataset size, Bayes fusion performs almost as well as joint
distribution. Hence due to better and accurate results, texture
features for classification is the most popular approach in
general outdoor robotics.

III. METHODOLOGY

We have used a supervised learning framework and the
sequence of operations can be described as

I ∈ Rm×n︸ ︷︷ ︸
Image

→ v ∈ Rm︸ ︷︷ ︸
Vector description of I

→ f(v) = {Ci, Ti}︸ ︷︷ ︸
Classifier function

,

where image I is processed to get a vector v which describes
the important information relative to classification in an
image. Then this vector becomes the input to a classifier
function f() which gives us two results: the class index Ci

and the confidence level Ti with which the class is selected.
The framework consists of two steps.

• A model is learned using labeled training data to train
a classifier for an off-line environment. So the trained
model is highly dependent upon the training data. We
have used five different classes of data to train our
classifier model.

• The model is tested using unseen test to assess the
accuracy of the trained model. The new unseen data
should also be labeled in order to get the accuracy
statistics.

After training the classifier, the problem of over-fitting is
avoided by using different test datasets containing similar
terrains.

Refer to Figure 2, we use two approaches i.e. texture-based
and color-based, in parallel for an input image. After running
both approaches in parallel, we calculate the confidence level
with which each approach classifies the terrain. Once we
have the confidence level of each approach in the form
of probabilities, we have applied Geometric Average Rule
(GAR) [14] to combine both texture-based and color-based
classifiers. After combining the classifiers the class with the
greatest confidence level is declared as a winner.

In our scenario, the probability of having multiple terrains
in an image is low as our camera is pointed towards ground.
But still during terrain traversal, some images might contain



multiple terrains. For multiple terrains in an image, the
terrain with the highest confidence level shall be labeled
as identified terrain type. Detail for each of the steps is as
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Fig. 2. Our improved approach for terrain classification

follows:

A. Texture Features Based Classification

A texture feature is an interest point which is described
as a keypoint and a description. Key point is the information
such as orientation, pixel coordinates etc. Descriptor is a
real value that uniquely illustrates the local neighborhood
to the key point. A lot of work has been done in texture
based classification. We found that terrain classification using
visual bag of words with some classifier, is the state of the art
approach. So we have closely followed the approach reported
in [15].

For texture feature generation, there are two mostly used
algorithms [20] [21] [22] [23], scale invariant feature trans-
form (SIFT) [7] and speeded up robust features SURF [8].
SURF is a better choice as it is more fast and slightly
more accurate [8]. So we used SURF for feature extraction
from an image based on texture. SURF relies on FAST-
Hessian detector [8] for detecting key points like corners,
blobs and T-junctions at unique locations in the image. Then
it uses HAAR wavelet response in the horizontal and vertical
directions to compute a real value that uniquely describes the
neighborhood around each key point. Figure 3 shows texture
features being extracted after applying SURF.

In SURF, the number of extracted interest points (key-
points and corresponding feature vectors) are directly related

Fig. 3. Left: Big Tiles, Right: Grass

to the threshold value. If this value is too small then a
lot of keypoints shall be extracted, thereby overloading the
system. Similarly, a large threshold value will result in an
unacceptably low number of keypointss. So, the number of
extracted keypoints should lie somewhere in between the two
extremes for best results. (See Figure 4). To keep the number
of extracted interest points in an acceptable range, we have
used a Gradient Descent Threshold Adjuster [16].

Fig. 4. High variation in interest points count using same Hessian threshold

Once the texture features have been extracted, we need to
make the vocabulary from all the extracted features in order
to get a histogram. For this purpose, an iterative K-Mean
Clustering (Lloyd’s algorithm/K-mean++) is used for 15
iterations [17]. Once the texture features have been extracted,
each image can be represented by a word of frequency vector
q. Every center of the cluster becomes the vocabulary word.
This process approximates each descriptor to the nearest
vocabulary word with respect to Euclidean distance and then
count them.

The histogram thus created becomes the input to a clas-
sifier. We use a Support Vector Machine (SVM) for classi-
fication. The goal of SVM is to find hyperplanes to give us
the maximum separation between the classes for the training
data. Once the SVM classifier is trained, the intersections are
used to define the boundaries of the classes in the classifier.
We used OpenCV CvSVM [18] with the configuration of
C SVC, POLY, 2, 0.5 for type, kernel, degree and gamma
respectively.

B. Color Features Based Classification

After training on texture based classification, we train the
system with respect to colors on the same training dataset.
Color based classification is fairly straight forward. We can
simply use the different colors for vocabulary and can create
the color histogram from it. For our system, we suppose
RGB color space and use 256 bins for each color channel
to create three separate histograms against each image. See
Figure 5. Once the histograms are created, we use another



Fig. 5. Left: Raw image , Right: Color histogram generated.

SVM classifier with the same configuration as mentioned
above. We used the same classifier because it gives us a
nice comparison between the accuracy of the two approaches.
Experimentation showed that texture based classification is
overall more accurate than color-based classification.

C. Combining Classifications

After comparing the results of both approaches, we noticed
that some images are rich in color and low in texture
are wrongly classified by the texture based approach and
vice versa. So we devised a solution that combines both
classification approaches (Color-based and Texture-based),
by removing the deficiency of one approach with the help of
the other. After combining, the class with more confidence
level would have a high probability of correctness. For
combining descriptions, we used Geometric Average Rule
[14].

IV. OFFLINE EXPERIMENTS

A. DataSet

For our off-line experiments we have used the dataset
[19] with 500 images. The images are taken from a simple
web cam. All the images are 480 pixels by 680 pixels. The
images are of five different classes namely asphalt, bigtiles,
smalltiles, grass and gravel. The dataset is deliberately

Asphalt Big Tiles Grass

Gravel Small Tiles

Fig. 6. Five classes of dataset for offline experiments

designed to be very challenging as it contains a lot of
variation in terms of light intensities, viewing angle and
appearance. The goal was to include all the uncertainties that
can occur while the robot is driving outdoor. For instance,
bigtiles and smalltiles classes are very similar in nature
and in appearance. In asphalt, images were taken at different
day lighting conditions and shadows along with the different

marks or lines painted on it e.g. road signs. Grass class
contains different grass textures with weeds and bushes. See
Figure 7 for some samples. For training dataset, we used 211
images and for testing dataset we used 289 images.

Asphalt Big Tiles Small Tiles

Fig. 7. Asphalt, Big Tiles and Small Tiles under different lightening
conditions with shadows.

B. Results

After training the system with the training dataset, we
tested our algorithm with the test dataset. Results proved
that our combined classifier approach is quite efficient both
in terms of speed and accuracy. Details are in Table I.

TABLE I
RESULT ANALYSIS OF OUR IMPROVED APPROACH

Class Total images True positive Accuracy% Average time
Asphalt 55 51 97.23 20 msec

Big Tiles 40 38 99.30 19 msec
Grass 32 31 99.30 20 msec
Gravel 28 24 97.92 20 msec

Small Tiles 134 133 97.92 17 msec
Overall 289 277 98.33 19 msec

Table I shows details for each class. The first column
shows the type of the class, second column shows total
number of images for that particular class in the test dataset.
Third column shows true positive that is the number of
images truly classified. Fourth column shows the accuracy
of the algorithms for that particular class which is being
calculated by: (See Figure 8)

Accuracy =
True positive + True negative

Total number of images

The last column shows the average processing time for an
images. Note that this time does not include the training
time of the classifier. We ran this experiments on a core 2
processor with 2 GB of RAM.

In order to evaluate the results without any bias, we also
created a confusion matrix based upon the classified images
from our improved approach, see Table II. The diagonal of
the table shows all the correct predictions, other than the



TABLE II
CONFUSION MATRIX OF OUR IMPROVED APPROACH

Predicted Class
Asphalt BigTiles Grass Gravel SmallTiles

A
ctualC

lass

Asphalt 51 0 0 2 2
BigTiles 1 38 0 0 1

Grass 1 0 31 0 0
Gravel 2 0 0 24 2

SmallTiles 0 0 1 0 133

diagonal, all are errors in classification, so it is quite easy to
check the table for errors, as they will be represented by any
non-zero values outside the diagonal. To further illustrate the
results, confusion matrix is represented in a form of true/false
positive/negative table in Figure 8.

false negativestrue positives

false positives true negatives

false negativestrue positives

false positives true negatives

Asphalt Big Tiles

Grass Gravel

Small Tiles

51 4

4 230

38 2

0 249

false negativestrue positives

false positives true negatives

31 1

1 256

false negativestrue positives

false positives true negatives

24 4

2 259

false negativestrue positives

false positives true negatives

133 1

5 150

Fig. 8. Confusion matrix for Combining Classifiers Approach

C. Comparision

In order to further prove the results, we compared our
algorithm with stand alone texture-based and color-based
classifications. Same dataset was used keeping the system
resources constant. For texture based classification, we used
the algorithm [15]. The results are in Table III. Results shows
that our algorithm clearly out performed the state of the art
texture features based approach in all classes. This is because
the images which are rich in colors should include more
weight from colors while classifying. Color rich images are
those images that can better be described with respect to 256

TABLE III
RESULT ANALYSIS OF TEXTURE BASED APPROACH

Class Total images True + Accuracy% average time
Asphalt 55 50 93.73 16 msec

Big Tiles 40 38 96.19 15 msec
Grass 32 27 90.65 17 msec
Gravel 28 20 82.54 16 msec

Small Tiles 134 131 97.42 17 msec
Overall 289 266 92.10 17 msec

bins of RGB channels. Whereas texture rich images have
more corners, T-junctions and blobs can be described better
by feature points than by color intensities.

For color based classification we use our standard ap-
proach of using three color histograms of 256 bins for RGB
color space. The results are in Table IV. Results show that

TABLE IV
RESULT ANALYSIS OF COLOR BASED APPROACH

Class Total images True + Accuracy% Average time
Asphalt 55 48 90.45 5 msec

Big Tiles 40 32 85.06 5 msec
Grass 32 32 100.00 4 msec
Gravel 28 22 89.79 6 msec

Small Tiles 134 129 89.14 6 msec
Overall 289 263 90.89 5 msec

color based approach is better than above mentioned texture
based approach as far as the grass and gravel is concerned
because both of them are rich in colors. But our combining
classifier approach is far better in results as compared to
color based approach. The noticeable point is that the color-
based approach took very less time as compared to texture
based approach.

V. REAL-TIME EXPERIMENTS

Algorithms related to computer vision are normally very
time consuming due to high processing requirements. For
applying them on the mobile robots which have limited
resources is quite a challenging task. To test the real time
response of our algorithm, we implemented it in a way
to make sure that the response is predictably quick. We
have tested our proposed technique on two types of robots.
One is DulDul, which is an off-road rugged robot for
scouting and mapping applications developed at our group
in Pakistan. Another test was performed in an urban outdoor
environment in Germany. Here a propriety semi-autonomous
vehicle was mounted with a webcam and computer running
the algorithm. We used Core 2 machine with Logitech C500
web cam. The vehicle was driven at high speeds close to
70 km/h. The video feed was processed every second by
printing the class name on each acquired image. Since the
verification process was manual and offline, the frame rate



was significantly reduced below achievable rate to generate
representative data. Figure 9 shows some of the truly clas-
sified output images. Same wrongly classified images are
shown in Figure 10. The results can be seen in Table V:

TABLE V
REAL TIME EXPERIMENT RESULT ANALYSIS

Robot Terrain Type Total Images True Acuracy
S-Auto Vehicle Urban 530 516 97.35

DulDul Off-road 545 513 94.12

Fig. 9. Real time terrain classification output images

Fig. 10. Some of false positive and false negative output images from real
time experiment.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A novel terrain classification system has been reported
in this paper that combines texture based learning with
color based learning for performance enhancement. For fair
comparison, the system is trained off-line on an image
database and then compared against the two approaches,
one existing texture feature based classification, other our
proposed color based classification. It is also shown that the
algorithm performs in real-time with little or no overheads.
An appreciable performance boost has been observed for
both overall accuracy and in all classes where either of the
predecessor systems falls short. The classification combina-
tion approach supports the hypothesis that natural images are
sometimes rich in color and sometimes in textures but not
always in both.
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